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INTRODUCTION


Ohio is bissected topographically by the escarpment of the Mississippian


sandstone, the western boundary of the glaciated Appalachian Plateaus. Here the


broad flat plains on the early- to mid-Paleozoic carbonates and Bhales of western


Ohio end abruptly against a deeply indented north-south escarpment. The higher


land is on the more resistant late Paleozoic sandstones of eastern Ohio. Here


the east edge of the Scioto lobe of the Pleistocene glaciers, which extended un


obstructed so far south across the plains of western Ohio, expanded eastward,


creating end moraines and related features oriented basically north-south, as a


result of the north-south orientation of this escarpment, the major topographic


and geologic boundary in Ohio.


Today's field trip will examine the nature of the bedrock and the glacial


features found along the Appalachian Plateau boundary in central Ohio. The trip


begins at the foot of the Mississippian escarpment near Gehenna, crosses the


Central Lowland southward to near Canal Winchester, and then goes up one of the


valleys cutting into the escarpment., that of the preglacial Logan River (the modern


Hocking River).


Bedrock stratigraphy of this area is all Mississippian and includes the


following formations.


BEDROCK STRATIGRAPHY OF THE GAHAMA-LANCAS'IER AREA


Unit Thickness Character 

Cuyahoga Fm.
Black Hand Ss. fac

 1+50 •+ 
ies medium- to coarse-grained sandstone, 

locally conglomeratic, cross-bedded, 
iron-stained, forming hills and rocky 
ledges. (Black Hand Ss. seen at Stops 5 & 6) 

Raccoon Sh. facies grey silty to clayey shale 

Sunbury Sh. 20'+ bluish-black, hard, thin-bedded shale 

Berea Ss. 25'+_ fine-grained grey sandstone, cross-bedded 
ripple marked, with "rolls" suggesting 
contemporaneous deformation (visible by 
bridge ;Just above entrance to Rocky Fork 
Hunt and Country Club) 

Bedford Sh. 8of+ soft, blocky mudstone, generally bluish in 
color, but with a 25-ft. zone of red-brown 
chocolate-colored shale in middle and a thin 
2 ft. fossiliferous zone at base. (Chocolate
colored shale seen at STOP l) 



Glacial deposits in this area include ground moraine, end moraine, kames, eskers, and


outwash of both Wisconsinan and Illinoian age, though only Wisconsin an deposits will


be viewed on this trip. Note that this area lies in the easternmost part of the


Scioto Lobe, whose center lay along the Scioto River valley to the west (going south


through Columbus, Circleville, and Chinicothe). Because the boundaries of lobes are


curved, the orientation of the eastern edge of this Scioto Lobe was north-south, an


orientation related to the north-south alignment of the Appalachian escarpment, which


produced north-south aligned end moraines in this area.


Field Trip Log


ASSEMBLY POIHT - Lincoln Schools Parking lot in Gahanna (junction of Hamilton


Road and Havens Corner). To reach assembly point, drive out of Columbus on 1-270


or US 62. Exit from 1-270 at Gahanna interchange and go east on US 62 and Ohio 317.


At second traffic light in Gahanna go straight ahead (E) on Ohio 317. At the


fourth traffic light from here turn right (S) on Hamilton Road at Lincoln Schools


(SE corner). Drive about 200 yards and turn left into school parking lot.


Leave Lincoln Schools parking lot, turn right (N) on Hamilton Road. Log 

begins at traffic light. 

00.0 Hamilton Rd.-Havens Corners cross-road. Go straight ahead (N) on Hamilton Rd. 

0.3 Cross Rocky Fork 

0.1» Turn right at V intersection onto Clark State Rd. Church at rear of lawn. 

0.9 Slow down! 

1.05 Turn right into Rocky Fork Hunt and Country Club. Follow club road to 

picnic area at Rocky Fork. 

STOP 1. Late Wisconsinan till over Early Wisconsinan gravel and till in 

turn overlying Mississippian Bedford shale. 



THE GAHANNA TILL CUT


For three quarters of a century an open till face retreating at

one half meter per year has been studied along Rocky Fork Creek 1 1/4

miles east of Gahanna, Ohio. More than 100 detailed samplings as well

as 50 fabrics and 90 stone counts have been made. It seems wise to

attempt to correlate this exposed sandwich of tills with the several

till sheets described by Totten ir Richland County to the north and to

the several tills discovered along the ice margin in Highland, Ross,

and Clinton Counties southwest.


The top two tills (3-5 m) are yellow brown (10 YR 5/4) and contain

lots of vermiculite (33%) at the expense of illite (48%), and kaolinite

(6 1/2%). Pebbles comprise many sandstones (32.5%) but only a few do

lomites (18.1%), so it is rather local. Unit I -atop the high east bank

rests upon sandstone boulder pavements. It has very random fabric. It

is relatively low in sand (17-20%) and high in clay (30%) or Ca/Mg

ratio (0.50 to 0.68) so it has the character of Centerberg till of Tot

ten (Hiram of White) even although it lies well outside Powell and Wa

bash Moraine limits. Unit II, underlapping at the west end, has low

est carbonates (9 1/2%) of all tills and more sand (22-25%) but less

qlay (26%). These and its strong NW pebble fabrics correlate best with

Ht. Liberty (Hayesville) till and a far-northwesterly source.


Under a gradational stained-joint contact, the thick (7-10 m) com

pact middle dark gray till (7.5 YR 4/1) has moderate sand (27 to 30%)

and clay (21 to 24%), except the basal unit which contains (30-31%)

sand gained from the subjacent outwash. It is rather low (16-18%) in

carbonates. There are three possible till units, (III, IV, V) all high

in illite (64 1/2%) and chlorite (15%). Almost a third of the pebbles

are well abraded, striated, and involve the tough dolomites (33% of

count) from the west. This corresponds to long-pebble orientations which

are northerly on top (III) but get stronger and westerly (230-310°)

near the base (V). This correlates well to Darby till (17,000 years

old) as analysed in at least 300 soil pits southward to Reesville Mor

aine, except that the sandy (29 to 32%) northwest-oriented (310°) lower

3 to 6 m (V) may well be Caesar Till correlatable to Knox Lake (Nav

arre) sandy (40%) yellowish brown drift to the a. rth, and to Cuba-

Xenia Moraine (18,000 years old) to the southwest.


The contact of till V on the underlying sandy gravel unit has a

feicretto crust in places, but it is sharp and cross cuts thin sand bed

ding. At places till intrudes the sand as clastic dikes. The sandy

gravel divides into four units (h, •By C, D ) . The top unit (1 to 2 m) J.s

strong brown (7.5 YR 5/8) with limcsriitQ stains and fine gravel

layers. Six to 19 cm from its top, the stream-worn spruce samples

have been dated >37,000, >50,000, and 46,600 + 2,000 (W-263,< ISGS-48,

Grn-3219). It must have been exposed 23,000 years (half its life) to

gain1 this truncated soil on the coarser gravels below (C). It suggests

an outwash (Lockbourne rGravel) evidently early Wisconsin (Altbniian) .

That this is continuous in the till-sandwich in and south of Columbus

seems likely from other exposures (1 to 50 km distant) and from its

hydrologic properties. However, it rests upon a very coarse local

gravel (D) sandstone-rich (44 1/2%) and limestone-poor (6.9%). It

has just imbricate sandstone blocks at the base, all indicating very

swift waters from the east or southeast down the old buried valley.

Wood-twig fragments between these blocks dated ^36,050 (ISGS-57),




ie. Altonian as well.


At the western end only is another "blue grey" (2.5 Y 5/0) till 3

to 5 m thick. It is inclined 12° southeast down the Bedford shale

(Mississippian) surface. The top 8 cm is slightly discolored olive

brown (2.5 Y 5/6) by groundwater, and in places a few cm of fine silt-

sand laminae separate till from overlying sand. Nowhere is there any

paleosol so presumably this is the glaciation which produced the out-

wash above. The till varies from oottom to top (VII to VI) in carbon

ates (11 to 7 1/2%) and in red shale chips seen streaming into the

lowest till. The overall shale and sandstone content (21.3% and 27.3%)

is half again as big as for overlying till layers. Fabric orientations

are weak because they seem to involve two nearly perpendicular azimuths

(310° + 30° and 35° + 15°). The only strong fabric (290°) at the base

(VII) confirms the local pebble dominance, but also has the highest

numbers of Canadian crystalline pebbles (8.6%) from afar. Its litho

logy and clay content ( 20%) correlate well with Jelloway (Millbrook)

till to the north. Although much older in C-14 age here (>46,000) it

most closely simulates Boston Till (21,500 B.P.) to the southwest by

lack of carbonates and by local pebbles from due north.


ANAXJYSES :


90 Stonecounts of 50 each by 30 classes of OSU-Geology 613 & 650

50 Fabrics of 50 each by 20 classes, OSU

?0 Mechanical analyses 5 Xter^se^


M. Quinn and P.. Behling, lab directors

J. Muskopf, lab technician


20 clay X-ray analyses by R. Brown and J. Mazcjaj

All variations (+) given in 90% assurance limits or greater




Return to Clark State Rd. and resume log at club entrance.


(For future reference, Miss. Berea Ss is exposed well in shallow gorge under

•bridge to right up hill 1.2 mi. Trip will not take in this site because of

lack of space for parking.)


Turn left, return to starting point.


2.1 Traffic light (starting point). Continue straight ahead, south.


2.7 Traffic lightj pull into right lane for 1-270.


3.1 Turn right onto 1-270 South.


5.2 Get into 1-270 lane for Cincinnati.


6.1 Get into 1-70 lane for Columbus and Wheeling.


7.8 Get into I*-70 lane for Wheeling.


Do not exit on^o US ko, but note high ridge with remains of ancient gravel pit

on right (W), and continuation of high ridge on left (E) on both sides of

Livingston Road (-which passes under 1-270) with house and golf club on it.

This is part of discontinuous esker traceable from east of Worthington (north

Columbus) south to this point and beyond (mileage lU.O this guide). Because

its best development lies near the town of Reynoldsburg, it has been called

the Reynoldsburg esker by Goldthwait.


9.1 Exit onto 1-70 for Wheeling.


10.0 Get into right lane for turn.


10.k Turn right (S) onto Brice Rd.


11.1 Curve left onto Gender Rd.


12.2 Cross Refugee Rd.


12.8 Cross riacklick Creek.


13.5 Shannon Road on right.


13.8 Turn left onto Wright Rd. Esker and kettlehole ahead on right.


lU.O Cross esker.


(This is the southern end of the same discontinuous esker, the Reynoldsburg

esker, seen from I-270 at mileage 7.8 It ends one mile ahead in a mass of

kames associated with the Canal Winchester Moraine. The three deposits

providing a picture of the ice conditions here about 17,000 years ago (based

on 1970 03U thesis of Moos) in late Wisconsin time.




This ic Pickerington Marsh that is being preserved by the Ohio Chapter of Tho

Nature Conservancy because of its natural little disturbed condition. It is one of

several kettles in this area (not all as natural and worth preserving), among the

group of kames associated with the Canal Winchester Moraine mentioned earlier.

The Eeynoldsburg esker ends here (see map).


Together these three deposits — the Reynoldsburg esker, the group of kames and

kettles (including this Pickerington Marph kettle), and the Canal Winchester Moraine-

provide a "snapshot" of glacial conditions here at one poinu during the retreat of the

Late Wisconsinan glacier. The ice, part of the Gcioto Lobe centered along the Scioto

River valley to the west, had its eastern boundary along the Canal Winchester Moraine,

which is oriented generally ? jrth-soubh because this was the east side of the Scioto

Lobe and because of the north«south alignment of the escarpment of the glaciated

Appalachian Plateau ^ust a few miles to the east. Though this moraine is basically

oriented north-south (Glacial Map of Ohio), it actually has an eastward bulge here,

as a result of the expansion of the glacial margin eastward into the ancient drift-

filled valley of the preglacial Groveport River (sometimes called the Newark River).

This river was tributary to the trunk Teays River to the west and had as a tributary

the preglacial stream in the Hocking valley, the Logan River (Stout, Ver Steeg, and

Lamb, ^3)


The Reynoldsburg esker ends at the Canal Winchester Moraine, marking the location,

of a tunnel within ths ice which ended at t'ie margin of the glacier identified by the

end moraine. At that position, perhaps because of the additional water, kames are

present, suggesting a complex of crevasses and puddles here where the tunnel ended

near the margin of the ice. It is possible that the location of the ancient valleys

of the Groveport and Logan Rivers may have helped to establish this location. (There

is a second, older esker east of Pickerington, called the Pickerington Esker, related to

older late Wisconsinan deposits, which is oriented almost east-west along the ancient

Groveport valley). (The Pickerington esLer, the Canal Winchester Moraine, and part of

the kames are all shown on maps in O.G.S. Bull. 60, the glacial geology by Forsyth

but drawn heavily from a thesis by J. F. Conley - Wolfe, et al., 1962).


Looking at these deposits, one can almost see the glacier here today, its terminus

aligned along the Canal Winchester Moraine and its surface rising back to the west and

northwest, heavily crevassed in the area of the kames, and with great streams of water

emanating from it near the tunnel mouth. It is likely that, because of its discon

tinuous nature end great length, the Reynoldsburg esker was not formed all at once,

but was deposited in segments (ia seria-yja), one segment at a time, each-formed when

the ice edge lay close to the deposition site. Thus, when the more northern segments

were being formed, the ice margin must have melted back a considerable way from the

Canal Winchester position.




7. 

15.6 Fairfield Co. line


l6,7. Stop sign, west edge of Pickerington.


Canal Winchester end moraine.


18.5 Cross road. Turn left (E) in end moraine.


19.0 STOP 2.


Near crest of Canal Winchester Moraine (c of sec. 21, T 15 N,

R 20 W, 2 mi. SSW Pickerington). View of moraine, here oriented north-

south with a bulge eastward into drift-filled valley of ancient Newark

River. Kames and esker termini lie to northwest 2 miles. To the east

and south may be seen the western margin of the glaciated Appalachian

Plateau (as defined by many), here capped by the Mississippian Black Hand

Sandstone. Beneath that sandstone, though visible only in one place in

Fairfield County (Wolfe, et al., 1962), are, in descending order, the

Sunbury Shale, the Berea Sandstone (here only about 5 feet thick), and the

Bedford Shale, (the shale seen at the Gahanna cut, Stop l), all

Mississippian in age. Only the Black Hand Sandstone, of all these

Mississippian units, is resistant enough and thick enough to support the

plateau highlands. The two valleys cut into the plateau margin here, the

ancient Groveport River valley from the east and the Logan River valley from

the south, are clearly visible from this stop.


19.^ Turn sharp right (SW) on crest of moraine.


20.7 Stop sign - Junction with US 33.


Turn left (SE) and stay in left lane.


21.3 Turn left into roadside park, located on crest of Canal Winchester Moraine


Note cut through moraine made for railroad on south side of highway, and


outer ?lope on east side of moraine when we leave park. Note, too, the


sharp cuts of the valleys into the plateau surface to the east and southeast).


LUNCH


21.k Leave rest area, turn left (S) on US 33.


2l<-.0 Big curve right. A buried soil, developed in outwash gravel gravel buried


by about 8 feet of late Wisconsinan till, was once visible on the borrow pit


on the left (N) at the base of the east bank. This was one of the best,


most accepted examples of Dick Goldthwait's "leached, clay-


enriched zones" (G-oldthwait, 1959* Gooding, et al., 1959), about which there




Sketch Map showing relationahip of Caaal Winchester Moraine to


kames sn̂ l eskers and to Carroll Moraine,




2H.6


2U.8


25.5


26.0


26.6


was so much discussion some years ago. We still believe that well-


developed soil-like material (like this), buried beneath solid, un-jointed,


unweathered till (as this was), does indeed represent a true paleosol and


not ;Just soil-like weathering of material below the surface, though there


were a few who did not agree wish us. This is important, because it means


that a sequence of glacial materials like this one is evidence for two


different-aged glacial advances, separated by enough time to make such a soil.


The soil was well-developed, but was not excessively weathered, so both ages


are believed to be Wisconsin: early arid late. Unfortunately, the cut is


badly slumped now and would required more digging to expose the soil than


would be worthwhile today.


 Cross Walnut Creek, pull into left lane for turn.


 Turn left onto county road.


 T intersection; turn left, then right before bridge. Hummocky land to right


in part of the Carroll End Moraine (called Johnstown Moraine, with which it


is correlated, in Bulletin 60- Wolfe, et al, 1962).


 Side road; turn right (S)


 STOP 3 Crest of minor moraine ridge within Carroll Moraine (c of sec 6,


T 15 N, R 19 W, 1 mi. north of Carroll).


The Carroll Moraine (called the Johnstown Moraine in the Fairfield

County glacial map - Wolfe, et al., 1962), like the Canal Winchester Moraine,

is also oriented basically north-south with a sharp bulge eastward into the

ancient Groveport and Logan River valleys. Indeed, right here, on the south

side of that eastward bulge, the moraine is oriented northwest-southeast,

representing a bending around behind the sandstone hills of the ice-lobe

bulge. To the north, the moraine is fairly continuous, but to the south,

where outliers of Mississippian Black Hand Sandstone form Chestnut Ridge,

the moraine has several crests, all of which bend west and there are broken

into small scattered morainal segments. (The outermost crest of this

moraine will be crossed after we get onto route 33, southeast of the town

of Carroll).


Locally along this boundary, kamss are present. The largest group of

kames occurs about 3 miles due south of this stop (though out of sight

from here), where it blocked the northeast drainage of a small hilltop

stream, causing the stream to be diverted eastward down through a bedrock

gorge. We will pass by this group of kames en route to the next stop, which

will be in the valley of that hilltop stream, where the lacustrine silts w i U

be observed that were deposited in the valley before the cutting of the new

route down through the bedrock gorge by that little hilltop stream (now known

as Rock Mill, cut by the Hocking River).




27.2	 Traffic light in Carroll. Go straight ahead, south.


28.2	 T .intersection. Turn sharp right.


28.5	 Curve left.


28.6	 Stop sign. Turn left (SE) on US 33.


30.2	 Outer crest of Car:: 11 noraine*


The Carroll Moraine is composed of several crests, which spread from north

of the last stop to this high outer crest. Where the road cuts through this

highest crest, there are several hummocky kames present on the left (N),

and ahead, where the outer edge of this crest slopes down, it merges with the

flat surface on the related otitwash, outwash that has been traced all the

way down the Hocking valley, as the lower constructional Wisconsin terrace,

to the Ohio River (Keacpton and Goldthwadt, 1959). To the right (S), the

moraine has been breached, probably by glacial meltwater, since no stream

is present in the valley today. On the far side, the moraine continues

back to the west along the side of the bedrock hill as irregular segments

of hummocky land in among the bedrock knobs, plus some areas of kames. The

ice edge position represents can be traced, with more or less certainty,

out around Chestnut Ridge (the Mississippian Black Hand outlier) and south

through the Amanda area.


31.8	 Trailer Park on left. This is the head of the outwash plain fronting the

Carroll moraine. Segments of this outwash surface, a low constructional,

late Wisconsin, terrace can be traced all the way down the Hocking River

valley to its junction with the Ohio valley (Kempton and Goldthwait, 1959 J

Wolfe, et al.,1962)


33.7	 Turn right at north edge of Hooker.


3^.1	 T intersection. Turn right (w). Cross old canal and railroad. Small


drain on left is the channeled Hooki-ig River. Note that here, north of


Lancaster, the river is very ej&.'U, whereas the valley is at its widest.


3l*-.5	 Road fork; bear left.


36.9	 Rock Mill crossroad. Continue straight ahead cne hill,


37.7	 The broad valley on the left xs the headwater area of the Hocking River. Silts

cover much of the surface in the field to the left. We will turn left in

about a mile, cross the valley, and come back on the other side*


Low bumpy hills to the right are kames related to the ice margin that

formed the Carroll Moraine. It is probable that this was the drainage route

from the valley on the left. It was blocked by ice and drift (these kataes

and till), creating a small lake in which silts were deposited. The hills

ahead on the left are an outlier capped by Black Hand sandstone which stands

higher here than elsewhere in the area. Six miles west, near IAthopolis,

are long-abandoned quarries from which Black Hand and Berea sandstones were

quarried for many Columbus buildings (including Orton Hall).




1'J,


39*0 Crossroad. Turn sharp left (S) to cross the Hocking River valley. Look


back (N) to see road rise steeply onto Black Hand outlier hill.


39«2 STOP ht Late Wisconsin till -with lacustrine silt cap exposed in ditch.


Peaty mineral soils ahead.


Tiie till here is presumably related to ground moraine behind the Late

Wisconsin terminal moraine 3-^ miles south of here and also just north of

Lancaster to.the east (Wolfe, et al, 1962). Later stand of the ice margin

at the Carroll Moraine and at the kames north of the road 1.5 miles back

blocked drainage from this shallow valley, diverting it eastward by Rock

Mill (STOP 5) causing deposition of these lacustrine silts.


39• 5 Cross the Hocking River. Note its small size here, even smaller than where


it was seen 5 miles back. This is practically the headwaters of the stream


which here flows SE.


UO.O Stop sign; turn left.


kl.k Stop sign; turn left.


te.O STOP 5. Covered bridge at Rock Mill (NK£ SE£ Sec 25, Tlltf! R20W, 5 mi W of


Lancaster.


Park at right ahead, avoiding busy main road on other side of triangle.


Rock Mill stands by the waterfall of the headwaters of the Hocking

River over the ledge of MisEissippian Black Hand Sandstone, here almost as

high as it was back near the lake silts. This is the same little stream that

was diverted when Carroll Moraine ice and kames blocked its flow to the

southeast, as seen earlier, diverting it eastward into this bedrock gorge.

Note that, here and back near the old lake bed, the Black Hand Sandstone

makes up the tops of the hillr . with older Mississippian shales and sand^tom?

below it. Farther southeast, in the famous Hocking Hills State Parks, the

Black Hand Sandstone makes the bottom gorges of the picturesque valleys

there, where it is capped by younger Mississippian (Logan Formation) and

Pennsylvania strata. These rock layers are almost horizontal, but dip very

gently (about 20 feet per mile) to the southeast, off the crest of the

Cincinnati Arch to the west and down into the Carboniferous coal basin of

Ohio-Pennsylvania-^est Virginia to the east.


Return to Hooker (E) and US 33.


Take another look at the Hocking River in the ditch on the right.


k5 Jog left. Stop sign. Turn right (SE) on US 33 towards Lancaster.


25.6 Traffic light; straight ahead.


25.9 Traffic light; straight ahead.


26.0 Traffic light; pull into left lane for turn.




26«3


27.0


27.2


27.3
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 Traffic light; turn left on Fair Avenue. Continue east through two traffic


lights. Fairfield County fairgrounds (with covered bridge - no water - and


log house) on left.


 Third traffic light; turn left on Ohio 37.


 Turn right into, Rising Park.


 Drivers unload passengers at path on. right up the hill, then continue to


parking area over the crest of the hill. Return to path and climb hill.


STOP 6 Mount Pleasant (SW £ of sec. 31, T 15 N, E 18 W, in N part of Lancaster)


Mt. Pleasant provides a first-hand contact with the Mississippian Black

Hand sandstone- and an unparalleled view of the ancient Logan River valley and

its glacial fill. The Black Hand Sandstone here and at the summits of the

knob-shaped hills to the west mark the dissected edge of the Appalachian

Plateau. The Black Hand Sandstone, iron-stained, iron-cemented, cross-bedded

and conglomeratic at many levels is very resistant to erosion. How doss

it happen, then, that the ancient Logan River cut its valley right through

the sandstone here, where it is so especially thick and resistant? Wolfe

(1962) suggests that perhaps there was seme interfingering of sandstone and

shale facies here, the present river valley lying where the shale occurred,

vhich permitted this extensive erosion, a suggestion that must remain

unproved.


The varying width of the valley is strikingly apparent from the top of

Mt. Pleasant. To the right (where we came froa), the valley broadens

extensively; to the left, it narrow (and becomes less then a mile wide a

few miles south of Lancaster). Despite the fact that the valley narrows to

the south, that is the direction the present river in the valley, the

Hocking River, flows. The tiny stretan seen four miles west at Hooker and at

STOP 5 gains in volume from tr butaries and water in the extensive outwash

reservoirs here and, farther «outh whex*e the valley is much narrower,

becomes really good-sized stream. This would be a paradox if we didn't know

that this valley had been cut bj er. earlier preglacial stream, the Logan River,

that flowed northwest, joining the prcglaciai Grcveport River near Canal

Winchester, which in tarn joined the Tesys trunk stream much farther west.

Headwaters of the Logan River were near Kelsonville, where narrows in the

Hocking valley identify a pwglacial divide, beyond which another preglacial

stream flowed southeast, thus giving the modern Hocking valley a shape that

has classically been called "hoirrglass".


Looking back to the northwest, up-river and down-valley, the beginning

of the broad glaciated landscape is apparent in the distance. Individual

moraines seen earlier are not visible, bit the reason for their eastward

bulges is clearly evident. The Wisconsin glacial boundary lies essentially

at Lancaster, although a nose of ice must have protruded farther down the

valley, while the Illinoian boundary lies about six miles south of Lancaster,

near Sugar Grove, also probably with a nose of ice that extended a little

farther down the valley. The only glacial deposit extending still farther

down the valley is outwash, of both ages (Kempton and Goldthwait, 1959).

In the rugged sandstone hills on either side of the valley south of Lancaster,
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though, glacial till deposits are thin and scattered, occurring mostly in

small pockets among the hills, so that upland road cuts generally reveal

little except bedrock. Indeed, the author of the glacial map (Forsyth)

in the Fairfield County report (Wolfe, et al., 1962) unwisely called the

hilltops "unglaciated", intending to imply that no glacial deposits were

visible there. Some have questioned whether the top of Mt. Pleasant was

ever glaciated — can you ten?


END OF TRIP


Leave parking lot, continue ahead on circular one-way road and back to


entrance. Turn left, go to traffic light, turn right, and go straight


ahead on US 33. You are now on your own.


Have a good trip home!
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